
This year at HIMSS, as 20 AVIAns scoured through 200+ digital vendors, AVIA 

Network Members played an important role in demonstrating leadership 

and innovation. Twenty health systems from the AVIA Innovator Network 

held education sessions and contributed thought leadership to the HIMSS 

news coverage, including St. Luke’s University Health Network’s self-service 

revenue cycle, Geisinger’s investment in technology to redesign care 

delivery, and Jefferson Health’s in-room smart speakers. In the digital 

healthcare market, we are seeing galing winds toward the break down 

of previously siloed efforts, emphasis on the platform approach to digital, 

and focus on consumers at the heart of the care universe. In addition to 

the intel we’ve gathered from HIMSS, we have leveraged our internal 

subject matter expertise and market research to provide highlights on 

three key movements: leveling up your virtual health game, embracing 

digital to augment work, and closing the security gap.

HIMSS and    
2019 Outlook

LEVEL UP YOUR VIRTUAL HEALTH GAME

“Organizations that operate their telehealth        

program as an enterprise are almost 30% more 

successful in achieving their objectives than              

those managed out of separate departments.”

       - Health Leaders Media

Many of America’s 50 Best HospitalsTM          
have invested in enterprise virtual health 
strategies, have you?

Headwind: 
-  Medicare Section 1834(m) 

restrictions in the Social 

Security Act and variations 

in state regulations for 

reimbursements

-  Increased gaps in  

care continuity

-  Lack of awareness of  

virtual options

Tailwind: 
- SNF penalties for readmissions

-  CHRONIC Care Act Title I Sec. 

102, Title III Sec. 303 & Sec. 304

-  CY 2019 Physician Fee 

Schedule and Quality 

Payment Program CPT  

codes 99453, 99454, 99457

-  Consolidation of  

disparate technologies  

and vendor relationships  

(e.g., Amwell, InTouch)

Be on the lookout for:
-  Pediatric care through 

virtual health catching up  

to the adult population

-  Behavioral health needs 

addressed through  

virtual health 

-  Assisted self-help using 

consumer wearables and 

symptom checkers

EMBRACE DIGITAL TO AUGMENT WORK

Recent technology advancements including visual, voice, computational intelligence, digital twins, and blockchain enable the digital workforce to be a reality. 

A few areas that are ready for disruption by automation:

Call center
Use chatbots to 
serve up info to staff

Registry office
Reduce tedious data 
entry with AI assistants

Physician office
Fax transcriptions 
into the EHR

Purchasing office
Negotiate prices with 
data-driven tools

Revenue cycle office
Navigate denials 
appeal processes

Hiring department
Track medical 
credentials

CLOSE THE SECURITY GAP

Breaches in healthcare security are growing by 10% each year 

(Symantec), with 90% of healthcare systems at risk. Each attack costs 

health systems $10.6 million on average (AHA). Compared to credit 

card information, with a selling rate in the pennies, each full set of PHI 

data can be sold at upward of $1,000 per record (Trend Micro).

What is making healthcare susceptible to attacks?

-  Legacy systems (e.g., not up-to-date, security protocol owned by 

outside vendors)

-  Expansion of devices (e.g., CT, MRI, remote monitoring) outside 

traditional IT control

-  Security threats that become increasingly difficult to identify and fix, 

such as Spectre and Meltdown

CONTACT US
Please reach out to your Client Engagement representative if you 
would like more information on these topics and other AVIA offerings.
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